On the other hand, freshly precipitated moist ferrous carbonate oxidizes quickly in the air at ordinary temperature, giving yellow or brown ferric hydrate, just as chalybeate water does when exposed or allowed to dry in an open vessel.
R e f e r e n c e Moody, G. T. 1906 J . Chem. Soc. 89, 720-730. The probability of encounters between gas molecules First, the close analogy between gases and emulsions, which was established by the experi ments of Perrin, is brought into relation with experiments by W. S. Gosset on the distribution of the square cells of a haemacytometer as to the number of particles which they contain. This analogy indicates that, in a cubic centimetre containing n molecules, the number of simultaneously existing encounters of 2 or 3 or 4 molecules in a bunch will respectively be \n 2o)x e~w c% j e~ncx)*, e~n^9
where cux is a constant of the order of 10~22 cm.3. Secondly, the problem is re-examined by a statistical argument after the manner of Bernoulli and Poisson, and various improvements are inserted. If there are nx molecules of one species and n2 of another in a cubic centimetre then, during 1 sec. of the observer's time, the aggregate duration of binary encounters between unlike molecules, all of diameter cr = 3 X 10~8 cm., is found to be nxn2Q exp { -0*79(n14-^2) where Q = a>/{ 1 -(nx + n2) <r32"d}, and oj is of the order of 7 x 10-23 cm.3.
To specify a binary encounter it does not suffice to say that two molecules must m eet; for one must also say that an enormous number of other molecules must keep away from the pair. The latter requirement, although obvious when mentioned, and well known in statis tical theory, appears to have escaped notice in previous theories of collisions in a gas. The exponential factors in the above formulae express the probability that the extraneous molecules will keep away.
The treatment emphasizes those statistical proprieties, but otherwise proceeds by easy approximations; so that the better determination of a), for particular reactions, is left to experiment.
F ir s t t h e o r y
This is a variation on W. S. Gosset's theme concerning the haemacytometer (1907) . In the haemacytometer a thin layer of emulsion, of uniform thickness, lies on a glass plate ruled into many small equal squares. Gosset (alias 'S tudent') counted the number of squares which contained respectively 0, 1, 2, 3, r, particles and found it to be Ne~^/ir/r\,
where N is the whole number of squares and fi is the average number of particles in a square. The formula is Poisson's law of rare statistical events.
To apply these ideas to a gas, let a vessel in the form of a centimetre cube be sub divided in imagination by planes parallel to its walls so as to cut it into a large number of cubical cells each of volume (ov The vessel thus becomes a three-dimensional analogue of the haemacytometer. Let the vessel contain n molecules, and, for simplicity, let each of these be regarded as a sphere of diameter o' = 3 x 10_8cm.
I t is essential to the theory th at should be chosen judiciously, neither too small nor too large. There must be room in a cell for the pair, or triplet, of molecules th at are to take part in the chemical reaction. Yet, when they are together inside a cell, they must be so close together th at conditions for chemical reaction are favourable. In other words it is proposed to regard the simultaneous presence of the reagent molecules inside the cell as constituting an encounter. Opinions will differ as to the proper size of the cell. But, for the purpose of estimating orders of magnitude, take the edge of the cube to be twice the molecular diameter, so th at Wl = 8cr3 = 2-16 x 10~22 cm.3.
In view of the close similarity between emulsions and gases, made manifest by the work of Perrin, some readers may be willing to jump directly by analogy from Gosset's observations to the assertion that the number of cells which each contain r molecules, and no more, is given by Poisson's law (1), in which N, being the total number of cells, is
and ju, being the average number of molecules per cell, is At n .t .p . it is well known th at n = 2-7 x 1019cm.-3.
In those circumstances, it follows from (3) and (8) th at \no)x = 0-002. That is merely a rough estimate of the order of magnitude; but it resembles Bodenstein's estimate, namely, 0-001, obtained by a different theory quoted by Hinshelwood (1940, p. 142) . Ternary encounters will be reconsidered in a later section. The number of binary encounters existing simultaneously in a cubic centimetre is \n % (j)xe~nw^. In this the factor n2 is well known, and is in ac of Guldberg and Waage. But the factor e~riVi may be novel, and represents a devia tion from that law. The effect on bimolecular chemical reactions cannot be stated clearly until a mixture of molecular species is considered. But, as a preliminary, it may be noted that n2e~nwi increases less rapidly than w2 and attains a maximum at no)x -2; th at is to say, when there are, on the average, two molecules in a cell.
The theory which has just been stated is an easy approach to the subject, but is not convenient for further developments, chiefly because cubical cells do not fit neatly round spherical molecules. So let us break off here, abandon and make a fresh beginning from first principles.
Second theory
Poisson's law of rare statistical events is derived from the assumption th at there are very many occasions and, at each, an almost zero probability of the event oc curring. There is nothing in the deduction of Poisson's law (e.g. Sheppard 1929; or Aitken 1942) to say whether the occasions are many in space, many in time, or many in each of them. In the first theory about 1022 cubical cells were considered at the same instant. Now consider one cell throughout a long interval of time, which can, if desired, be supposed to consist of many successive occasions. An advantage of this change in procedure is that a single cell may be made of a shape to fit a molecule; for the cell need not be fitted to any neighbouring cells. Jeans (1916, p. 371) , when making an estimate of the duration of a binary collision, considered that: 'For an average molecule the effective diameter will be about 3 x 10-8 cms. (see p. 341), so that this may be supposed to be the distance apart of the centres of the two molecules at their closest approach. The force between them may, taking an average value, be supposed to fall off as the eighth power of the distance, and so will, a t a distance of 3-5 x 10~8 cms., be equal to -291 times th at at the distance of closest approach. The acute stage of the collisions may then, for a rough calculation, be supposed to extend from a distance 3*5 x 10~8 cms. to a distance 3 x 10-8 cms.' In order to reason clearly it is desirable to imagine th at individual molecules can somehow be marked, named, and followed. Thus let A v ... be centres of particular molecules of the first species, and A 2, B 2, C2, ... be centres of particular molecules of the second species. Let the single cell now be the space between two spheres having their common centre at and the radii 3 x 10~8 and 3*5 x 10-8 cm. chosen by Jeans. This cell, alias shell, surrounds a particular molecule and wanders everywhere with it. The volume of the cell is Encounters between gas molecules 425 2-46CT3 = 6-65 x 10_23cm.3 = o>, say.
That is smaller than the volume a> 1 of the cell of the first theory. In fact
There are inevitably differences of opinion here. Two ways out of the ambiguity will be suggested in the final section. Let the measure of the probability of an event be the fraction of the observer's time during which the event occurs. In th at sense the probability th at the molecular centre A 2 is inside the spherical shell may reasonably be taken to be the ratio of the volume (o of the shell to the whole volume, available to molecular centres, in the vessel. At low densities the whole available volume is practically 1 cm.3. But the first theory showed a factor which becomes interesting at high densities. I t is there fore desirable in this second theory to attend to the restriction of the available free space. The number of molecules, each a sphere of diameter cr, which could go into the vessel if they were closely packed would be 2*cr~3 (W. L. Bragg 1933, pp. 144-5) .
is a reasonable measure of the whole volume available to molecular centres; for this expression is valid if the vessel is either quite empty or quite full, and is graduated between these extremes in a common-sense manner. If greater accuracy were required, it could probably be obtained from experiments on compression (Bridg man 1931, pp. 107-14) . The probability that A 2 is in the cell is therefore
When A 2 is in the spherical shell there is less room in it for any other molecular centre.
From the diagram, which shows the mean position of A2 in the shell, it is plain th at the excluded volume is on the average about that cut from the shell by a cone of semi vertical angle 55°. This excludes a fraction
of the shell, and so leaves a volume, available for the centre of a third molecule, equal to 0-787o>. The probability th a t B will be in the shell is accordingly, by (12), O'7942; and the probability th at B will be outside the shell is 1 -0-79i2. (14) Next assume th at the events 'A 2 inside ' and ' B outside ', ' C outside ', outside ', ... are statistically indepen dent, alias uncorrelated.
Angstrom units F igure 1 Jeans (1916, pp. 56-7) commented on the difficulty th at his predecessors had ex perienced in the search for a strict dynamical proof of the absence of a different correlation in a gas. No proof of (15) will be attempted here. But (15) is a commonsense notion derived from practical experience in mixing powders, emulsions, or solutions. Here (15) is taken as part of the specification of an abstract chaos. I t seems very likely that a gas closely resembles a chaos of th at specification; but the final decision must be left to experiment. There are nx + n2 -2 molecular centres which must be kept out of the cell, in o th at the encounter may be binary. The probability th at they will all keep out is (1 -O'79i2)ni+n*~2, or practically (1 -0-79I2)ni+w*.
This is the requirement, and the factor, which has been ignored in standard treatises on gases, and to which therefore attention is now particularly directed. Unless the molecules are very nearly close-packed, the quantity Q is so near to zero that, with excellent approximation,
(1 -0*79i3)ni+na = exp{ -0-79(%4-w2)I2}.
So this factor corresponds, apart from improvements, to the factor e~na)i in the first theory. Thus the probability th at the molecule whose centre is x is in encounter with the molecule whose centre is A 2, and th at all other molecules are keeping away is Q exp { -079(wx 4-Q).
Probability is here reckoned as a fraction of the observer's time. But there are nxn 2 pairs like A 1 and A 2. As it has been specified th at th only two molecules in the bunch, the presence of any one of these % pairs excludes the presence of all the other pairs. The aggregate time of occurrence of them all is therefore the sum of the aggregate times for each separately. That is to say, the aggregate duration of binary encounters between unspecified molecules in a cubic centimetre is nx n2Q exp { -0-79(% 4-
during 1 sec. of the observer's time. This last aggregate duration (19) can far exceed the observer's time, and is thus not a probability; but aggregate duration shares with probability the property of combining by addition when the events are mutually exclusive. Expression (19) resembles %riza)1e~nb'i, which the first theory of coexisting binary encounters in a cm.3, but with the following modifications: (i) nx n2 replaces \(n x + n2)2, because \n \ and which would appear in the formulae for encounters between molecules of like species, are being ignored; (ii) oj, based on Jeans's opinion, replaces the preliminary a»1; (iii) the 0-79 represents the filling up of the cell; and (iv) the replacement of(o by If allowance be made for such modifications, it appears that:
The number of coexisting binary encounters is equal to the aggregate duration of all the binary encounters during 1 sec. of the observer's time. (20) is the main connexion between Theories I and II. But its purport becomes clearer when we temporarily ignore both these theories and instead proceed thus. In any vessel, let x be the number of binary encounters co-existing at the instant t, and let g be the aggregate duration of all the binary encounters during the interval 0 ^ < 1. Then, in any sufficiently brief time-element St, the aggregate duration of all the binary encounters approximates to xSt. So
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This (20A) is a strict result, not in the least qualified by probability. To pass from (20A) to (20), we need only assume that, because of the chaos, x is practically constant in time. For then (20A) becomes = which is (20). Having finished this explanation, let us now return to Theory II.)
As the density tends to zero, Q tends to a constant o), and exp { -0-79(72-! + n2)Q} tends to unity, leaving in (19) only nxn2a) . The factor tions, at high densities, from the law of Guldberg and Waage as to binary collisions is therefore, from (19) and (12),
The numerical values of F(nx + n2) are shown below as a fu total density to the density at n .t.p. The numerical data are = 3 x 10~8cm., 0) = 6-65 x 10~23cm.3, as before; together with = 2-7 x 1019cm.-3 at n .t.p .
density as ratio to th a t a t n .t .p . At low densities one may expect agreement with the classical theory. But, because the measure of encounters is different, the comparison is somewhat indirect. Jeans (1916, p. 37) gives for the number of binary collisions per cm.3 and per second
where c is the mean velocity, equal to 0-921 of the root-mean-square velocity C. The average duration of a single encounter equals the ratio of the aggregate duration of all encounters to the number of such encounters. So from (22) and from (19) at low densities, {Average duration of an encounter} = | 1-661 x 10-8 sec.
because, by (9), gj = 2-46<r3cm.3. The purpose of Jeans in the passage already quoted was to estimate the duration of a collision; and he continued with the following words:
'If the molecules had initially a relative velocity V, this acute part of the collision may be supposed described with an average relative velocity \ V ,and so we obtain for the time of the half-collision abo 10_8/F seconds.'
The expressions (23) and (24) are of the same order of magnitude, so that rough agreement is verified. But it is noticeable th at the connexion has to be made to one of the seldom mentioned and least definite results of the classical theory. I t is also noteworthy th at the aggregate duration of all binary encounters does not depend on the temperature nor on the molecular mass, whereas the average duration of a single binary encounter varies with both of them.
At high densities the effect of the factor I2exp{ -0-79 in (19) will presumably be to make the rate of bimolecular chemical reaction fall below th at which would be expected from the law of Guldberg and Waage. Effects more or less of th at sort have been observed; and have puzzled observers; for Hinshelwood (1940, p. 28 ) mentioned '...th e uncertainty whether a second-order reaction is really bimolecular, or whether it may prove a t higher pressures to become of the first order and so reveal itself as essentially unimolecular__ ' Possibly the present theory may explain some of those effects as quite proper to genuinely bimolecular reactions. But the phenomena may be complicated by activation, by the walls of the vessel, by impurities in the gas, by delayed actions, by intermediate products, and by chain reactions, so th at I had better leave any application of the present theory to be made by those who are in close contact with the experiments. There is also the complication caused by ternary collisions a t high densities. For the error in the customary theories is their inclusion, in the binary class, of encounters th at involve more than two molecules. Yet these may, perhaps, have the same chemical effect as binary encounters.
Ternary encounters
A simple theory by Bodenstein (Hinshelwood 1940, p. 142) has already been mentioned. Elaborate investigations have been published by W. Steiner (1932) and by R. H. Fowler (1936, pp. 691-5) . The last two are in many respects far more thorough than the present note. Yet none of those three publications alludes to the probability that the extraneous molecules will stay away. So there is something more to be said.
The number of ternary encounters existing simultaneously in a cm.3 was estimated by the first theory to be of the order of \n zu)\e~no)i.
Now make a revised estimate. There are several different varieties of ternary encounter. The expression (25) includes them all. But for chemical purposes it may be more suitable to select those in which a molecule of the first species encounters two molecules of the second species, and to ignore all the other ternary encounters. Even in the selected group there are two varieties. For definiteness select
The variety in which a molecule of one species is in encounter with two molecules of a different species, and these like molecules are in en counter with each other.
The centre B 2 of the third molecule is thus restricted to lie in a ring cut from the spherical shell. In the diagram, A 2 and B 2 are shown in their mean positions, and the cross-section of the ring is shaded. The volume of the ring was found graphically by Pappus's theorem to be O067o>.
The probability that A 2 lies in the shell is Q as before. When is in the shell, the probability that B 2 is in the ring is 0-067.Q. That completes the required bunch of three molecules. But we have also to consider the probability that an extraneous Encounters between gas molecules 429 molecule may have its centre, C say, in the vacant part of the shell. In the diagram the cones of exclusion connected with A 2 and app A 2 is drawn with full lines, th at for B 2 with broken lines. The cones overlap; the angle between their axes being, in the mean position, 50° + 5° + 5° = 60°. The frac tion of the spherical shell, left available for any other molecular centre C, is evidently, from (13), more than 1 -2x0:213 and less than 1-0-213. After some spherical trigonometry the correct fraction was found to be 0-652, in the mean positions of A2 and B 2. The rest of the argument is similar to th at already set out for binary encounters. The result is that, in a cm.3 and during 1 sec. of the observer's time, the aggregate duration of ternary encounters belonging to the variety (26) is
For comparison with (25) it is useful to note th at \n xn\ is a term in the expansion of + n2f. For another variety of ternary encounter in which the two like molecules do not encounter each other, the calculation of the excluded volumes would be more complicated.
Similar arguments could presumably be extended to four or five molecules in a bunch, but with increasing complication.
Criticisms and possible improvements
The main objection to both the foregoing theories is th at their standard volumes, tox and to, are not well defined. They are known within a factor of three, but not to 10 %. Indeed, tox has already been abandoned in favour of That should not be directed against the foregoing second theory, nor against Jeans's estimate of the duration of a collision, but against the concept of encounter itself; for the concept is somewhat vague. I t attains definiteness only when the encounters are imagined to be instantaneous collisions between hard bodies; but no one believes th at molecules are really like that.
A possible improvement would begin by subdividing the concept of encounter. Instead of saying th at two molecules were in encounter, one could say th at the distance apart of their centres lay between r and r + The vague volume to would thus be replaced by 4tnr2dr. The foregoing arguments about probability w to the thin spherical shell. There would be an opportunity to replace the rough exclusion factor 0-79 by the correct function of r, and to allow for the effect of mole cular attraction in increasing the average number of molecules in the shell, after the manner of Boltzmann (Jeans 1916, p. 83) . When all th at had been written in detail, it might be so elaborate th at chemists would not read it.
Another, and probably more generally acceptable, way of escape from the vague ness of to,is to regard to as an empirical constant which may perhaps be determined by experiment for particular substances.
([Note added 2 August 1945.] Theories I and II both assume th a t the distribution of the molecules is statistically steady. Any chemical process is a departure from steadiness. So we must expect th a t Theories I and II will describe slow reactions, but not explosions.
The present paper, taken as a whole, calls for some revision of the classical theory of collisions. The classical accurate theory necessitates finding the velocity distribution; so that, to lighten the burden, unnatural simplifications have sometimes been made elsewhere. For example Chapman and Cowling, in their standard treatise (1939) , devoted a chapter to Enskog's theory of dense gases; but for simplicity Enskog assumed (p. 273) collisions to be instantaneous, so th at multiple encounters were negligible. In so doing he ignored the main problem to which the present paper offers a solution. I t is remarkable th at Theories I and II arrive at results without any need to specify the velocity distribution. The absence of th a t classical complication sets the mind free to consider other probabilities.) Encounters between gas molecules 431
